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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of international safeguards under the IAEA represents

an outstanding achievement in international collaboration in political,

•legal and technical fields. Such collaboration is a continuing, expanding ;

activity and it is helpful to review the technical features of this •

collaboration not only because of their relevance to safeguards but of the f

potential significance of these achievements in other areas of inter- l<

national activities. This paper is concerned solely with an examination

of the technical contribution which has been made by nuclear organisations

and Member States, ie those being safeguarded, to the development of the

control procedures by the Safeguarding Authority. In so doir»g, it is

partly an historic review but also emphasises the continuing nature of

this collaboration and identifies areas of potential importance for the

future.

A relevant starting point for this review is 1970 when the Non-

Proliferation Treaty entered into force and the work of the Safeguards

Committee began "to define the basis for negotiating safeguards agreements

between the IAEA and non-nuclear weapons states party to the NPT". The

fact that many nations - some with more than 20 years practical experience

in the nuclear field - contributed to the work of the Safeguards Committee

is in itself remarkable and provided an excellent basis for subsequent

developments. The work of this Committee resulted in the publication in

May 1971 of the now famous 'Blue Book
1
 (INFCIRC 153) which remains a credit
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to its multi-national authorship. It could be argued that some minor
changes based on experience might be desirable but its major virtues
remain unchanged, in that,

(a) it states very clear criteria for the implementation of
safeguards within a flexible framework thus allowing these
criteria to be applied sensibly to different situations and
to take cognisance of future developments in the nuclear
industry,

(b) it forms the framework for a practical working system with
its credibility based on experience both in the IAEA under
earlier safeguards systems and in the Member States based on <^f
management procedures, i

w
The past and continuing technical contribution of the Member States

is best reviewed within the framework of INFCIRC 153; in particular the
elements of a State's system of accounting for and control of nuclear
material given in paragraph 32 provide an ideal basis for such a review.
In general, contributions from organisations and individuals within the
Member States have been made in various ways, viz. participation in IAEA
panels, working groups and symposia; involvement in research and develop-
ment contracts sponsored by the IAEA; acting as technical consultants in
specified fields; and through the numerous personal contacts which have
developed through the flexible staffing policy of the IAEA. Some facts
which give a measure of the extent of the participation of the safeguarded
to the development of safeguards are shown in Tables I and I I M and these
quantitative data demonstrate very clearly the measure of international
collaboration.

In total 460 representatives of 26 Member States have contributed to
28 panels, working groups and consultants' meetings (Table I); two major
symposia organised by the IAEA in 1970 and 1975 involved attendances of 218
and 225 respectively representing a total of 39 States. To November 1976,
the Agency had awarded 91 research and development contracts to organisa-
tions in 17 States (Table II), generally based on only partial funding by
the IAEA. This recognises that the development work undertaken on behalf
of the Agency is also pertinent to the needs of the organisation involved
thus ensuring its practical relevance. It is of interest to note that a
detailed review of the contents of the research and development contracts,
which is beyond the scope of this paper, shows that the initial major
emphasis on 'studies of safeguards procedures' has now changed to the
development of specific measurement methods and integrated plant studies.
To the statistics given above must be added indirect contributions to the
IAEA from work carried out for operational reasons, the free testing in
reactors by operators of devices such as track-etch monitors, and generous
assistance by individual States in the free provision of equipment and
personnel for specific purposes, eg development of non-destructive assay
capability and establishment of the Agency's information system.

The rootivation for the contribution of the 'safeguarded* is perhaps
best found in Article 4 of INFCIRC 153 which in summary states that safe- ,
guards shall be implemented in such a way to avoid undue interference with **
economic and technological developments and to be consistent with prudent
management practices in the Member States. Such management practices are



based on a number of contributing factors and the IAEA rightly recognises
the relevance of such experience in formulating and developing practical
safeguards procedures. Moreover, the Member States and the IAEA share a
clear responsibility to ensure that limited safeguards resources are used
in the most effective and efficient ways.

2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR MATERIALS

The three components which are given first in paragraph 32 of INPCIRC
153, ie measurement system, evaluation of measurement uncertainties and
evaluation of shipper/receiver differences, are so inter-linked that they
are treated collectively.

2.1 The Concept of Material Balance Areas

The ability to make accurate measurements, eg of cross sections,
isotopic composition, small quantities of impurities which can act as
neutron poisons, has been an essential feature of the development of the
nuclear industry and remains so today. The nuclear industry has always
recognised that measurement systems for nuclear materials cannot be based
entirely on economic criteria as there are many additional reasons for
management to make measurements, viz. safety considerations, regulatory
requirements, and contractual obligations. This led to early recognition
that an adequate measurement system cannot be based solely on measurement
of input and finished product but must attempt to achieve a balance of all
the materials in the cycle which involves additional measurements or
estimates of waste, residues, discards and material held up in plant.
These considerations led to the development of overall nuclear material
control systems based on sub-divisions of nuclear plants for technical,
safety and other reasons. Such practices, based on operational experience,
contributed to the development of the now well established concept of the
Material Balance Area (MBA) as a primary unit for safeguards control.
However, the IAEA rightly recognised that the degree of fine structure
required for management or national control systems may not be necessary
for safeguards purposes. Thus the Blue Book establishes clearly the
criteria for MBAs but provides the flexibility to combine management
control areas where appropriate.

2.2 Measurement Basis

Equally the safeguards' procedures recognise that all nuclear
material accountancy must be based on measurement. This broad generali-
sation is also true for management purposes but is sometimes mis-
interpreted, as the complexity and detail of measurements for safeguards
and management procedures may differ. The phrase, 'basis of measurement1,
does not mean that every single item of material must be measured
separately at each stage in the nuclear fuel cycle. In general, manage-
ment will only do measurements when they are needed for well defined
purposes and, in some cases, they are eliminated either because of mutual
trust or on the basis of contractual arrangements between the supplier and
receiver. For example, it would be unrealistic for a reactor operator to
attempt to measure uranium enrichment of fuel assemblies for operational
purposes. He is generally content to count the number of assemblies and
to rely on his supplier to meet the required specification based on
contractual obligations. In other situations where both the supplier and



receiver make quantitative measurements, say on bulk material, any

shipper/receiver differences which cannot be reconciled by further

measurements may be settled on a contractual economic basis between the

two organisations concerned. To a certain extent a national system for

the control of nuclear material can take account of these commercial con-

siderations by, (a) recognising that a measurement can be made most

accurately by either the supplier or receiver, eg the fuel fabricator in

the case of fuel assemblies, and (b) ensuring through its physical

security system that there is no diversion or tampering with the consign-

ment during transport.

At first sight, such management practices could seem to be in conflict

with safeguards' requirements, particularly as the IAEA cannot be involved ft

in the State's security system. It could be argued, however, that the

partial validity of these management practices has been recognised by the

IAEA in the development of tamper-indicating seals which can be used as an

analogue of the security system to guarantee the integrity of items during

transport. Further, representatives of eleven Member States have con-

tributed in formulating recommendations for physical protection through

panels of experts convened by the IAEA specifically for this purpose. 1-2]

In so doing the Member States involved have demonstrated their willingness

to share technical experience in the field of physical protection while

maintaining their unequivocal responsibility for physical security matters

in their territories,,

The practice of reconciling measurement shipper/receiver differences

by contractual arrangements cannot, of course, be accepted by the IAEA as

such differences could hide a planned diversion by eithe- the shipper or !'

the receiver. The ways in which the 'safeguarded
1
 are helping to overcome J

this particular safeguards problem on shipper/receiver differences is r,

discussed more fully in section 2.3 dealing with measurement uncertainties

and inter-laboratory comparisons.

2.3 Accuracy of Measurements

At any part of the fuel cycle the measurement system Can be based on

either destructive methods or non-destructive assay techniques or a com-

bination of both. In the application of destructive techniques, ie

conventional chemical analysis, mass spectroscopy, etc, many laboratories

throughout the world have contributed to the development of the IAEA

system by carrying out independent analysis of samples obtained during

Agency inspections. This is a continuing and increasing contribution as

IAEA Safeguards are more widely accepted and the Agency is setting up an

international network of such laboratories in association with its own

laboratoryL3j provided by the Austrian government at Siebersdorf.

The need not only to лаке measurements but to make adequate measure-

ments is clearly recognised in paragraph 55 of INFCIRC 153 which states,

"that the system of measurement .... shall either conform to the latest

international standards or be equivalent in quality to such standards." »

The interpretation of these words and bhe development of appropriate '

standards provides another excellent example of widespread technical

collaboration in the field of safeguards. The IAEA is righly concerned Л

with the best accuracy which can be achieved in routine measurements used

for nuclear material control rather than in some theoretical absolute



standard which could be achieved only if all the conditions were perfect.

Establishment of achievable accuracies can only be done through inter-

laboratory comparisons and this has been recognised by a number of such

exercises carried out both under the IAEA auspices and independently.

Notable among the latter are, (a) the work, on isotopic dilution analysis

and mass spectrometric isotopic abundance measurements carried out. at

the Nuclear Research Centre, Karlsruhe, in association with Euratom

(IDA-72)^
a
3 and later w o r k ^ i ^

C
3 , and (b) the continuing laboratory

evaluation programme, SALE, organised in the USA^5J
m
 j

n
 addition, the

IAEA has carried out two exercises known as PAFEX I and II to investigate

the problems involved in the transport and stability of samples, and the

degree of agreement which can be achieved between the various laboratories

used by the IAEA for analysis of safeguards samples.'--'J т
п е
 results of

these exercises are well documented in xhe literature but the need to

establish these procedures on an international basis is well exemplified

by one illustration from the IDA-72 work.^
a
J Figure 1 summarises the

results of many laboratories in mass-spectrometric analysis of uranium

isotopic ratios and it is clearly seen that while many laboratories were

making measurements with high precision (as shown by the length of the

vertical lines associated with each point), the variations in accuracy

were quite surprising (as shown by the scatter of points above and below

the nul mean line). Beyrich has presented a detailed statistical analysis

of these ^ ]

The results of such work are equally valuable to the nuclear plant

operators because they can act as a reference point in judging the

accuracy of their own measurements and where relevant to investigate the

causes for discrepancies from the international mean. Further they can

be used as an agreed basis for commercial transactions. The contribution

of various organisations to these inter-laboratory exercises is helping

to provide practical criteria which can be used in evaluating the signifi-

cance of shipper/receiver differences referred to above.

2.4 Non-Destructive Assay Techniques

The verification requirements of safeguards have had a major impact

in accelerating the development of non-destructive assay (NDA) techniques

as ideally the inspector requires a portable instrument to enable him to

confirm rapidly the operator's data. These safeguards requirements have

reinforced operator's developments of NDA techniques for various purposes,

eg for measurements when representative sampling is difficult and in the

measurement of waste and discards to meet legislative requirements. NDA

techniques are generally based on measurement of gamma radiation or

neutrons either emitted spontaneously by the nuclear material or following

irradiation with a neutron source. A detailed survey of such developments

is beyond the scope of this paper as an extensive literaturel-6-11] already

exists showing the application of these techniques for such diverse

purposes as waste measurement, identification of out of specification fuel

pellets in a fuel pin, and measurement of uranium enrichment.

With non-destructive assay techniques the question of standardisation

and comparison of measurements is much more difficult than with conven-

tional chemical analysis. The possible contributions of matrix effects,

self-absorption of soft radiations and general geometric considerations

make it essential to standardise the equipment using materials identical



to those being measured. This high specificity of the measurements makes
inter-laboratory comparison difficult and, unless careful account is taken
of the various paramecers involved, seriously erroneous conclusions could
be drawn as demonstrated by the data given in Table C123

The solution to these problems requires a great deal of international
collaboration and the first fruits of these endeavours have been incor-
porated into the Safeguards Technical Manual drawn up by the IAEA with the
help of tecynical experts from many Member States. This Manual is a use-
ful guide which provides the latest internationally agreed assessment of
the performance level, for both destructive and non-destructive methods,
which is possible with the measurements specified provided that the
stipulated procedures are carefully followed. In addition to this work,
under the auspices of the IAEA, a great deal of effort is being deployed
by the standards committees of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Manage-
ment in the USA 1-13] antj by the various members of the European Association
for Safeguards Research and Development £ 1 in developing appropriate
standards and in carrying out practical work to establish a firm basis
for inter-comparison of NDA measurements.

2.5 Statistical Analysis of Data

The use of statistics and associated procedures in safeguards control
involves principally the determination of sampling plans for verification
purposes and the analysis of data relating to material balances. Sampling
plans which are generally based on a combination of attributes sampling
(for qualitative verification) and variance sampling (for quantitative
verification) have been the subject of extensive studies in various Member
Statesl-15-17J in addition to work carried out by EuratomLl8j and the

CI9]

The determination of material balance in various parts of the nuclear
fuel cycle often involves complex measurements of material in different
forms with each measurement having an associated uncertainty. Mathe-
matical procedures for combining the uncertainties of individual measure-
ments into the integrated uncertainty for the overall material balance
have also been the subject of much statistical analysis and research in
various Member States 1.20,21] , in addition to the extensive wo_"k carried
out directly by the IAEA and by Euratom. A great deal of attention has
rightly been focussed on the treatment of the data for IAEA purposes in
determining the possibility of measurement uncertainties hiding the
diversion of material. Such analyses comprise an essential component of
the various techniques used by the IAEA to express the technical con-
clusions of its verification activities as ".... a statement, in respect
of each material balance area, of the amount of material unaccounted for
over a specific period, giving the limits of accuracy of the amounts
stated" (paragraph 30, INFCIRC 153). However, the correct treatment of
the data is equally important for management and national accounting
systems in providing a tool to assess the effectiveness of and to
stimulate further developments in their material control procedures.

3 PHYSICAL INVENTORY PROCEDURES

It is generally recognised that the taking of an accurate physical
inventory is an essential part of nuclear material control and safeguards



procedures. Inventory taking is, of course, a feature of many industrial

and commercial activities outside the nuclear field but, within the

nuclear industry, economic considerations cannot be used as the paramount

guide in determining the effort to be employed in inventory taking. The

hazardous and toxic nature of some nuclear materials means that equal

attention must be given to the measurement of wastes, discards and

residues as well as the main inputs to and the products from the plants.

Management experience in the nuclear industry has shown that the main

criteria for carrying out effective physical inventories should ideally

include, (i) direct measurement of stocks or identifying a traceable

relationship to previous measurements, (ii) minimising in-process

inventories, (iii) direct identification of materials without initial

reference to records, (iv) simultaneous inventory taking throughout an MBA

and in closely associated MBAs, (v) elimination of accounting by difference

and (vi) systematic recording of data.

As these criteria have to be sensibly interpreted in the light of

other operational requirements, eg timing of campaigns, it is not always

possible or indeed desirable to regard them as immutable. It is however

essential for both operational and safeguards procedures to carefully

consider the consequences of any departure from these guidelines and to

take steps to ameliorate the effect of such departures in subsequent

accounting procedures, eg estimates ol plant hold-up, waste and residues

should be replaced as soon as possible by measured values and related

back to the actual time of the physical inventory. Such criteria have

been adopted and modified by the safeguarding authority and, while the

objectives are necessarily different from those of management or the

national system, the physical inventory procedures are essentially

identical. Physical inventory taking is necessarily very labour intensive

and ideally for safeguards purposes should be carried out simultaneously

at all MBAs in a State's system, to increase the probability of detecting

diversion strategies linked to transfers of material. In a complex State's

system this ideal objective is seldom feasible for operational reasons and

moreover its attainment would place enormous strains on the inspection

resources of the IAEA. Further international collaboration on technical

and procedural matters relating to physical inventory taking is required

to reach optimal solutions without leading to large increases in inspection

staff.

One of the most difficult areas in physical inventory taking is that

of measuring material held up in plant and, while this can often be

satisfactorily estimated, the rigorous criteria of nuclear material con-

trol are leading to the development of techniques for the measurement of

this so-called hidden inventory!-22~2ч:] ̂  т^е work reported to date has

been on relatively simple situations and extension of these techniques to

more complex plants such as reprocessing installations is technically

demanding and very costly.

In looking to the future it might seem that the increasing trend

towards the installation of automatic in-plant measuring equipment could

present practical difficulties for IAEA verification activities. This

general management trend is motivated not only by the inherent desire to

improve measuring capabilities but by, (i) reduction of radiation exposure

to personnel, (ii) regulatory legislation, (iii) requirements of the

State's security system and (iv) economics. Such automatic measurement



systems are generally associated with computer handling of data leading
to real time accountancy and there are now many examples of such develop-
ments'- " . These developments are cautiously welcomed by the IAEA*-30]
but the automated measurement of materials eliminating the need to with-
draw samples means that the Agency verification procedures must be amend-
ed and integrated more closely into the plant control system. Such
amendments could involve (i) the IAEA being closely involved in the
installation and calibration of such equipment followed by the applicat-
ion of Agency tamper-indicating seals, or (ii) the installation of
sealed IAEA equipment in parallel with the management instrumentation.
In addition, detailed collaboration between the IAEA and plant operators
will be required in evolving practical solutions to the development of
internal standards as a means of calibrating installed instrumentation.
These developments in automated measurements will also lead to the
re-appraisal of physical inventory procedures as the current practice
to take physical inventories at a fixed time interval or at the end of
a campaign will no longer be wholly appropriate in a situation where the
physical inventory is determined almost continuously. Present trends
could lead to the investigation of plant hold-up when the installed
measuring equipment indicates a statistically significant increase over
a pre-determined limit for hidden inventories. The absolute magnitude
of such limits will of course vary with the criteria to which they apply-
be they safety, criticality, radioactivity exposure, security or safe-
guards - and it is clearly important that the Safeguards Authority,
States4 representatives and plant management explore the problems in
these areas on art immediate and continuing basis.

4 EVALUATION OF MATERIAL UNACCOUNTED FOR

There are perhaps more misconceptions and misunderstandings about
this aspect of nuclear material accountancy and safeguards than any other,
and it is useful to clarify the situation as simply as possible. In no
process industry does all the raw material entering a plant appear as
finished products but in many non-nuclear industries the adequacy of
material control can be judged primarily on economic grounds. Thus in
these cases if an economically acceptable proportion of the raw materials
appears as finished products, and discards to the environment do not
infringe regulations, the material accountancy criteria can be satisfied.

However, as the nuclear industry is handling materials which in
many cases are toxic or radiologically hazardous the material control
procedures involve measuring all flows of material. This involves
determination of residues, wastes, discards and even material held up
in the plant in addition to the measurements of inputs and products.
These various measurements are combined to give a material balance so
that ideally the measured inputs are exactly equal to all measured
outputs and any material held up in plant. Due to the inherent
uncertainties in the many and often complex measurements which are
employed such an ideal balance is seldom achieved and it is necessary
to add a balancing factor or an •inventory difference1 to the equation.
Such 'inventory differences' have been described in different ways by
various organisations but currently it is international practice to
refer to them as 'material unaccounted for* (MUF). It should be
clearly recognised that the concept of 'inventory difference' or MUF
arose from the aims of management to seek to achieve a complete material.



balance in the particular circumstances of the nuclear industry and is
valuable in assessing and, if appropriate, in taking steps to improve
plant control. In this way it has acted as a stimulus to the continuing
improvement of measurement and control procedures to ensure that the
technology of yesterday is not used today or perpetuated in the future.
This general concept is used by the Safeguards authority in combination
with all other relevant data and techniques, eg containment and
surveillance procedures, as a measure of achieving the purposes of NPT
safeguards (paragraphs 28-30, INFCIRC 153). Such purposes are of course
different from those of management or the national system but the general
criteria are identical and there is a continuing valuable exchange of
ideas between the Safeguards authorities and the Member States in
furthering the understanding and use of the valuable concept of MUF to
improve the adequacy of control procedures.

Some revision of thinking in this area is required by both manage-
ment and the IAEA in relation to inventory taking associated with the
increasing development of automated measurement systems as discussed
above. With a system of dynamic inventory control the concept of
determining an overall material balance and associated MUF at given time
intervals appears to be quite inappropriate if the installed equipment
gives a continuing assessment of technical uncertainty in accounting.
Such developments lead to the possibility of assessing inventory
differences on a continuing basis in furtherance of the IAEA's objective
of 'timely detection'. KeepinL25Jhas recognised the need to explore the
significance of MUF in dynamic accountancy in his Monte Carlo calculations
relating to hidden inventory and the IAEA has stimulated thought further
by suggesting new approaches to defining MUF L30] # These new ideas
are stimulating and valuable but it must be recognised that ix remains
a formidable task to demonstrate the practical validity of dynamic
inventory control in large scale conversion and reprocessing plants.

5 RECORDS AND REPORTS

A measurement system - however accurate and detailed - is of little
value unless the data are recorded accurately and systematically. Such
data are used by management for a number of reasons - finance, safety,
operational control, fulfilment of contractual obligations, etc. - while
the data requirements for the IAEA are quite specific to meet its safe-
guards requirements. Based on management experience, the criteria for
record keeping laid down under the NPT requirements are clearly
sub-divided into operational records and accounting records. These
requirements again demonstrate the wise flexibility of the IAEA require-
ments in that sensibly no attempt is made to specify the form of the
records but only their content, thus recognising that the form of records
varies with specific plant requirements.

Although the form of the records can vary it is clear that the
reports made to the IAEA must be uniform to avoid misunderstandings and
to ease data handling problems. Nuclear material accountancy data
provide an ideal case for computerisation'-31"'3bjwj1icj1 h a s been used
extensively in management systems, by Euratom and by the IAEA. Again
the development of data handling procedures provides another example
of the continuous iterative process between the IAEA and the Member
States, as evidenced by experts assisting the Agency to establish its



Safeguards Information Treatment Unit (SITU). In addition the input
problems experienced at the plant or national level have been intensively-
explored at training seminars organised by the Agency.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this paper was to review the technical contribu-
tions which have been made by the Member States to the development of
IAEA safeguards procedures and to emphasise that this is a continuing
process. The demonstrated need for continuing collaboration reflects
both general developments in the nuclear industry and the commitment of
Member States to contribute towards increasing the technical effectiveness
of Agency safeguards. This commitment explicitly acknowledges that
existing technical methods and procedures are not always adequate to meet
both the growing technical and political demands upon the Agency. Indeed
it would be irresponsibly arrogant for those involved in safeguards even
to consider that a technically perfect system could be evolved, but the
approach to perfection must be a continuing aim within the appropriate
technical, economic and political constraints.

Some of the identified areas of technical collaboration will
undoubtedly continue but it is perhaps valuable to highlight those
features where special emphasis should be given in the future. In
summary, these include,

(i) development of non-destructive assay standards and application
of methods,

(ii) study of the implication of installed plant automatic
measuring equipment for IAEA verification activities,

(iii) development of techniques and procedures used in physical
inventory taking to improve the pffectiveness of Agency
verification activities,

(iv) provision of help in training inspectors by offering
opportunities for them to work for extended periods in large
scale nuclear processing plants,

(v) application and evaluation of the use of surveillance devices
to optimise the use of scarce inspection resources and
minimise interference with plant operations,

(vi) providing experienced experts to help the IAEA in training
personnel from countries developing national systems for the
control of nuclear materials, and in general

(vii) assessing the relevance of ideas and developments stemming from
management requirements and experience to continually improve
the cost-effectiveness and technical-effectiveness of IAEA
safeguards.
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The achievements to date in the technical contribution of the

safeguarded to the development of safeguards have been considerable and

indeed may well be viewed by future historians as a significant turning

point in international collaboration. However, it would be wrong to

regard the past record as grounds for complacency but rather as providing

an excellent basis on which to build for the future. This is a daunting

collective responsibility for the Member States and the IAEA as the

success or failure of our joint activities in this field will have far

reaching consequences for this and future generations.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF MEMBER STATES TO IAEA WORKING GROUPS,

PANELS AND CONSULTANTS' MEETINGS ON " J/JARDS

Meeting

Technical Working Group
13-17 April 1970

Technical Working Group
14-18 Sept 1970

Technical Working Group
14-18 Dec 1970

Working Group
14-18 June 1971

Research Coordination
Meeting
30 Aug - 3 Sept 1971

Working Group
4-8 Oct 1971

Subject

Design Information
Requirements

Verification of
Nuclear Materials

Instrumental
Techniques in
Reprocessing Plants

Guidelines for
Physical Protection
of Nuclear Materials

Gamma Spectrometry

Systems Analysis and
Integral Tests

1

No. of Repre-
sentatives from
Member States

15

27

17

21

20

22

Member States Involved

Canada, Denmark, FR of Germany, Hungary
Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Argentina, Canada, CSSR, Denmark, Euratom,*
FR of Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

FR of Germany, France, India, Italy,
Japan, UK, USA, USSR

Australia, Austria, FR of Germany, France,
Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Romania,
Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Austria, Belgium, Canada, CSSR,
FR of Germany, France, Italy, Euratom,
Netherlands, Romania, Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Belgium, Canada, FR of Germany, Hungary,
India, Italy, Japan, Euratom, Netherlands,
Sweden, UK, USA, USSR



TABLE I (continued)

Meet ing

Consultants1 Meeting
8-12 Nov 1971

Panel
6-10 Mar 1972

Working Group
1Q-14 Apr 1972

Working Group
12-16 June 1972

Working Group
28 Aug - 1 Sept
1972

Consultants* Meeting
1-4 Oct 1973

Panel
5-9 Nov 1973

Subject

Recommendations on
Physical Protection

Physical Protection

Isotopic Composition
Data

Enrichment Facilities

Technical
Effectiveness of
Safeguards

Data Processing

Accounting for
and control of
Nuclear Material

No. of Repre-
sentatives from
Member States

5

16

30

34

28

6

32

Member States Involved

FR of Germany, Hungary, UK, USA, USSR

Austria, Australia, FR of Germany, France,
Hungary, India, Japan, Sweden, UK, USA,
USSR

Austria, Belgium, FR of Germany, France,
India, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,
Romania, UK, USA

Australia, Belgium, FR of Germany, France,
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Euratom,
Netherlands, South Africa, UK, USA

Belgium, FR of Germany, France, Hungary,
India, Italy, Japan, Euratom, Netherlands,
Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Japan, Euratom, Poland, USA

Australia, Austria, Canada, CSSR,
FR of Germany, France, Japan, Mexico,
Sweden, UK, USA, USSR



TABLE I (continued)

Meeting

Experts' Meet ing
3-7 Dec 1973
14-19 Jan 1974

Consultants' Meeting
18-22 Mar 1974

Coordination Meeting
1-4 April 1974

Consultants' Meeting
4-7 June 1974

Consultants' Meeting
7-11 Oct 1974

Advisory Group
3-7 March 1975

Advisory Group
14-18 Apr 1975

Consultants' Meeting
5-9 May 1975

Subject

Quantitative Analysis
and Containment

Use of Isotopic
Composition Data

Safeguards Analytical
Laboratories

Enrichmer.c Facilities

Isotopic Composition
Data

Status of Safeguards
Techniques

Physical Protection
of Nuclear Materials

Isotopic Correlations

No. of Repre-
sentatives from
Member States

10

8

22

16

4

21

27

5

Member States Involved

Belgium, Canada, Euratom, FR of Germany,
Japan, Netherlands, UK, USA, USSR

Belgium, FR of Germany, Italy, UK, USA

Belgium, CSSR, FR of Germany, France,
Hungary, India, Japan, Netherlands,
Poland, Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Australia, FR of Germany, Netherlands,
UK, USA, USSR

FR of Germany, Romania, USA

Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Euratom,
FR of Germany, France, India, Japan,
UK, USA, USSR

Austria, Canada, FR of Germany, France,
Italy, Japan, Euratom, Netherlands,
Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Belgium, FR of Germany, Japan, USA



TABLE I (continued)

Meeting

Advisory Group
21-25 July 1975

Standing Advisory
Group (SAGSI)
8-10 Dec 1975

Advisory Group
1-5 March 1976

Consultants' Meeting
22-26 March 1976

Consultants• Meet ing
10-14 May I976

SAGSI
31 May - 4 June
1976

Advisory Group
8-11 June 1976

Subject

Accounting for and
Control of Nuclear
Materials

Safeguards
Implementation

Training Programme
for State Personnel

Non-destructive
Assay Techniques

Instrumentation at
Reprocessing Plants

Safeguards
Implementation

Non-destructive
Assay Techniques

No. of Repre-
sentatives from
Member States

20

10

11

3

6

10

14

.^______—-—_

Member States Involved

Australia, Austria, CSSR, FR of Germany,
France, Japan, UK, USA, USSR

Canada, DR of Germany, France, FR of
Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, UK, USA,
USSR

Canada, CSSR, Iran, Japan, Sweden, USSR,
UK, USA, Euratom

UK, USA, Euratom

FR of Germany, UK, USA, Euratom

Canada, DR of Germany, France, FR of
Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, UK, USA,
USSR

Austria, Belgium, France, FR of Germany,
Japan, Netherlands, UK, USA, USSR,
Euratom

»Euratom is classed as a Member State solely for the purpose of these statistics



TABLE II SUMMARY OF IAEA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS

WITH EXTERNAL ORGANISATIONS

OQ

Type of Work*

Theoretical studies

Safeguards procedures

Seals and surveil-
lance devices

Plant studies

Development of
Measurement techniques

Other areas

Number of
Contracts

4

23

9

15

33

7

Topics Covered

Plutonium production and uranium
depletion in various types of
reactors.

Application of safeguards controls
at various types of plants, viz.
research facilities; reactors;
stores; fuel fabrication, recovery,
enrichment, and reprocessing
plants.

Development and application of
surveillance and monitoring
devices at different types of
nuclear plants.

Testing and evaluation of
measurement and control pro-
cedures under plant conditions.

Principally the development of
non-destructive assay techniques
and associated equipment for
determining uranium and plutonium

Information systems, isotopic
correlation studies, optimisation
of safeguards effort.

States Involved

Czechoslovakia, UK, USA, USSR

Canada, FR of Germany, Japan,
Hungary, Spain, UK, USA, USSR

Argentina, Bulgaria, Canada,
FR of Germany, South Africa,
UK, USA

Belgium, Italy, Japan, Sweden,
UK, USSR

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Canada, FR of Germany, Japan,
Romania, Sweden, UK, USA, USSR

Belgium, Czechoslovakia, FR of
Germany, Japan, USA

•The generic descriptions were chosen by the author and do not necessarily correspond to classifications used
by the IAEA.



TABLE III EXAMPLE OF VARIATION IN RESULTS

OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE ASSAY MEASUREMENTS

OF PLUTONIUM IN SOLID WASTE 12

CO

^""s^echn ique

Container ^ v

1

2

3

4

5

Lab 1
Neutron

Lab 1
Gamma

Lab 2
Gamma

Lab 3
Gamma

Lab 3
Neutron

(g of Plutonium)

49.7

5.7

3.1

8.4

23.2

49.7

6.0

4.4

8.4

15.8

38.9

5.2

2.6

7.5

12.7

19.0

2.8

2.0

3.7

7.0

18.6

3.1

2.0

4.0

5.5
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(Mean values per laboratory;error bars indicate ± 1a range of these means)

FIG. 1.MS-DETERMINATIONS OF JSOTOPIC RATIO U235/U238 OF UNSPIKED
SAMPLES A AND B (FROM IDA-72' INTER LABORATORY EXERCISE)


